
 

How Green Is Your Office? 
Today’s companies have a responsibility to serve our environment and its  

inhabitants.   There are many debates and different sides to the current and 

future danger of our world, but there are facts we cannot ignore: our Earth has 

only a finite space with limited resources (of course there are debates on this 

issue as well).   

 

The United States makes up 9% of the world’s population, yet we produce 45% 

of the world’s trash.   We live in a disposable society and most Americans don’t 

realize what they consume in one year.    Making small changes in an office 

can make a larger impact on the environment and even your bottom line. 

 

Here are a few steps to green up your office: 

 

Start an office recycling program.   

80% of what is thrown in the trash can be recycled.  Many trash companies of-

fer recycling services so you may not have to look to far.  Recycling will typical-

ly cut down on a company’s trash pick-up resulting in no additional costs.   

 

Recycling cuts down on deforestation, carbon emissions and toxic waste.  The 

average American uses 700 pounds of office paper a year; all of it can be re-

cycled.   

 

Eliminate unnecessary energy costs.   

Only buy Energy Star appliances and set all machines to an energy-efficient 

mode.  Copies, faxes, and printers will dial down their energy consumption 

when not in use.   

 

Another step to reduce energy costs turning off computers at night and never 

leave cell phone chargers plugged in.  Yes it can be a pain, but the upside is 

it’s better for the environment. 

 

Close the loop.   

You started an office recycling program, now complete the circle and buy 

items with recycled-content.  Items to consider: paper, napkins, and toilet pa-

per.  Recycled paper reduces tree consumption and toxic chemicals.   

 

Eliminate disposable.   

Stop buying disposable cups, plates, and utensils.  Buy reusable cups for em-

ployees and visitors, along with plates and utensils.  Reusing items again and 

again, takes fewer materials out of the Earth.  Print your logo on your cups and 

mugs and use it as a marketing device. 

 

Do you have recycling program ideas?  Drop us a note and tell us about it. 
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The Month For: 

 May Day & Mother Goose 

Day , 1st 

 National Candied Orange 

Peel Day, 4th 

 Lost Sock Memorial Day, 

9th 

 Dance Like A Chicken 

Day, 14th 

 Lucky Penny Day, 23rd 

 Learn About Composting 

Day, 29th 

 Save Your Hearing Day, 

31st 
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In this issue we thought we would depart from our typical review of new furniture ideas and take a look at some the office spaces 

being designed out there.  From conservative to wild ass crazy the design world is alive with all kinds of ideas.  With many of the 

tech companies wanting to break through barriers in their offices there doesn’t appear to be anything that these designers can’t 

tackle.  The question is, can you see yourself in any of these spaces?  Love to hear your thoughts. 

Offices From Around The Globe 
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The Sherwin-Williams Office  

In Malaysia 

Maybe they have more room in Malaysia, I 

know that our clients look at this as a lot of 

wasted open space.  What do you think? 

Sip Espresso While Typing Away? 

 

Here’s an office in Romania designed after a 

coffee shop theme.  Looks very cozy. 

 

But what about ergonomics of the  

workplace? 

Bringing the Outdoors In 

 

This office in Japan brings in the elements of 

nature, you know, trees, plants, dirt, etc. 

 

This draws together a productive environ-

ment for the staff as well as a showroom for 

customers.  What about bugs?  There’s got 

to be some bugs here, don’t ya think? 
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It’s Spring, Time For Some Home Improvement? 

Men’s Health Magazine provides a lot of ideas for this month’s diversion from the office 

scene.  The love / hate relationship with tools and repairs is an ongoing saga.  For those of 

us with tools we understand the envy, although maybe not the frustration of not having 

the right tool.  After all the one with the most tools when he dies wins . . . Right? 

This is probably the fear of having 

parts left over? 

Can You Say: 

Shiny Object 

Syndrome? 

Ahh, modern technology and the 

wayward handyman. 



“I want to live life in 

such a way that if a 

photograph were taken 

at random, it would be 

a cool photograph.”  -  

David Nicholls 

We are sitting ourselves to death.  Reports are stacking up telling the story of fat build up,  heart 

attack and death from sitting.  Ok, maybe this was a little over the top but some stats are getting 

very real. 

 Average American spends 55% of waking time (7.7 hours per day) in sedentary behaviours 

(sitting) 

 Women who are inactive and sat over 6 hours a day were 94% more likely to die in a 13 year 

period than those who were physically active and sat less than 3 hours a day 

 Men were 48% more like to die under the same conditions. 

 60% of employees surveyed were convinced they would be more productive if they had the 

option to work on their feet 

 75% of full-time employees of large corporations wish they didn’t spend more of their working 

hours sitting. 

NEXT MONTH  -  IDEAS ON SIT-TO-STAND SOLUTIONS  -  It’s not as costly as you may think. 

“How wonderful it is 

that nobody need wait a 

single moment before 

starting to improve the 

world.”  -  Anne Frank 

It Is Time To Get Up Off Our Butts ! ! ! ! 
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To Contact Us:  mbrooks@interiordimension.com www.interiordimension.com   

Phone:  800-875-7690 


